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ABSTRACT
Group file operations enable tools and middleware to operate upon
a large group of files located across thousands of independent servers in a scalable fashion, a necessary requirement for effective use
of today’s largest distributed systems. Our initial prototype of
group file operations showed scalability benefits for several tools,
but also revealed the importance of having a scalable method for
defining useful groups. We have developed a language called
FINAL for describing name space composition in a flexible and
scalable manner. Clients of our TBON-FS distributed file system
can use this language to compose a single-system image (SSI)
name space that automatically creates useful groups in a scalable
fashion. We provide many examples of traditional and SSI name
space compositions that can be described using FINAL, and report
how TBON-FS can compose a global name space from tens of
thousands of independent name spaces in one-quarter second.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tools and middleware face a daunting challenge to operate
effectively on the world’s largest distributed systems containing
tens of thousands of hosts and hundreds of thousands of processors. A large class of problems encountered at this scale result
from system designs that force group operations to use serial interactions with operating systems and file systems. As the target
group size grows, the resulting group operation latency grows linearly or worse.
In previous work [3], we introduced group file operations, a
solution to the problem of applying the same file operations to a
large group of files located across thousands of independent hosts.
The keys to the group file operation idiom are explicit identification of file groups using directories as the grouping mechanism,
and the ability to name a file group as the target for conventional
file system operations such as read and write. Group file operations provide an interface that eliminates forced iteration, thus
enabling scalable implementations. To support scalable group file
operations, we developed the TBON-FS distributed file system,
which employs a tree-based overlay network (TBON) to provide
scalable communication of group file operation requests and distributed aggregation of response data. TBON-FS provides client
tools with a single-system image (SSI) name space containing files
from thousands of independent file servers. Single-system image
name spaces enable applications to access and operate on distributed resources as if they were local, easing the development effort
by allowing developers to focus on features rather than distributed
access and communication.
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Several classes of tools and middleware can benefit from group
file operations, including systems for distributed system administration and monitoring, parallel application runtimes, and distributed debuggers. For instance, tools for distributed monitoring and
debugging often need to access the synthetic files for process control or inspection as provided by /proc across a large set of independent hosts. Using group file operations, these tools can easily
control or monitor groups of processes by defining file groups over
the target files and performing group read or write operations.
Although our initial investigation clearly showed the scalability
benefits of group read and write operations, it also revealed a significant piece was missing, the ability to define file groups in a
scalable fashion. TBON-FS originally used a simple, static composition strategy for constructing its SSI name space – each file
server’s name space was placed in an independent directory hierarchy of the global name space. This inflexible structure results in
inefficient group definition for groups that contain files from many
servers. For each new group, the TBON-FS client must create a
directory and populate it with symbolic links to each member file
in a non-scalable, iterative manner that can take thousands of seconds for groups containing tens of thousands of distributed files.
To avoid this centralized, iterative group definition, we began
investigating scalable approaches for distributed construction of
the name space that could be implemented using the TBON.
After considering a few straightforward techniques for addressing the problem of scalable group definition, including parallel
path matching using regular expressions, it quickly became clear
that no single approach to constructing the TBON-FS name space
would meet the group definition requirements for a wide variety of
tools and middleware. For instance, consider a strategy for creating
groups from the synthetic files provided by /proc across a large
set of independent hosts. A parallel debugger or job management
system may wish to create a file group representing all the processes of a specific parallel application, while a distributed system
load monitoring program may want groups consisting of all processes from every host or all processes running the same executable. We believe each TBON-FS client is best-suited to the task of
constructing and organizing the global name space, and our goal is
to develop a method for specifying global name space composition
that is both flexible and scalable. Clients should be able to easily
identify the files or directory hierarchies from each server’s name
space to include in the global name space, and to control how files
from independent servers are correlated to achieve a name space
tailored for use with group file operations. A key to achieving the
latter property is an efficient and automated method for creating
file groups as directories within the composite name space.
Prior approaches to name space composition are ill-suited to the
construction of global name spaces that comprise tens of thousands
of independent service name spaces, due to three factors. First, pre-

vious systems are inefficient, requiring either pair-wise composition [11,12,13,17] or fine-grained manipulation of directory entries
[9]. Neither approach is scalable for composing thousands of name
spaces. Second, systems that have provided a global name space at
smaller scales (i.e., hundreds to a few thousand services) use an
inflexible structure that isolates service name spaces into separate
directory hierarchies, which avoids use of inefficient composition
[3,4,5]. Finally, the semantics adopted by previous systems are
fixed for specific compositions, although many valid choices may
exist. For example, name space unions may have shallow or deep
semantics, and may treat duplicate names using renaming or overlay semantics that hide duplicates. To address prior deficiencies
and our name space composition goals for TBON-FS, we developed a language for describing compositions with three key qualities:
• Scalability - many name spaces can be combined using efficient distributed name space construction, avoiding centralized
pair-wise operations.
• Simplicity - name space composition is easily described using a
simple tree abstraction for name spaces and a set of tree composition operators with clear semantics.
• Flexibility - many interesting compositions can be specified by
combining declarative tree operations with prescriptive programming constructs.
The language provides a semantic foundation that guides our
approach for efficient large-scale name space composition within
TBON-FS, and can be adopted by previous or future systems
requiring flexible name space composition.
Our language is FINAL, for File Name space Aggregation Language. FINAL treats name space composition abstractly as operations on rooted trees of names, and provides five tree composition
operations: subtree, prune, extend, graft, and merge.
Specifications containing FINAL declarations are translated at
runtime to produce a name space accessible via a library interface.
We demonstrate FINAL’s expressive power by using it to describe
many interestingly diverse compositions. We also report how
TBON-FS applies FINAL in a distributed manner, using trees to
compose trees, to scalably construct its global name space.

2. NAME SPACE COMPOSITION
The two main abstractions used within FINAL are name spaces
and file services. We first describe these abstractions, and then
introduce our name space composition operations that are based on
these abstractions. This section concludes with a few examples of
how the composition operations can be used to describe various
mount semantics provided by current operating systems.

2.1 FINAL Abstractions
We assume file system name spaces are organized as a traditional tree of directory entries, where internal vertices are directories and files are leaves. A path is a sequence of name elements
that represent a traversal of the directory tree starting at its root and
ending at the tree vertex corresponding to the named file system
entry. Thus, name spaces map paths to file system entries. Figure
2-1 presents an example name space.
A file service is our abstraction for local or remote file systems.
File services provide access to a physical name space, which contains entries for the file system(s) accessed through the service.
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Figure 2-1. Name spaces and Paths
A name space is a rooted tree of names. A path is a tree traversal
starting at the root node. In all figures, uppercase names are used
for directories, and lowercase names are used for files. For the tree
T, the path “/B/g” yields file “g”.
File services also provide a set of common file operations that can
be used on entries in their physical name space (e.g., open, read,
write, and close for files, and list for directories).
For ease in describing name space composition, we abstract
name spaces as trees and name space composition as tree alterations and combinations. We call these trees name space views to
distinguish them from the physical name spaces of file services.
All views used as inputs to composition operations are immutable,
and operations produce new immutable views as results. The
immutability of views provides clear semantics for composition, as
there are no side-effects to the input views, and views can be freely
used as inputs to many operations. Since file services are used as
the building blocks for name space composition, services conventionally export a view that resembles their physical name space. If
a file service removes file system entries after providing a view
that contained them, lookups in the composite name space will fail.

2.2 FINAL Composition Operations
FINAL treats name space composition as abstract operations on
immutable trees. The composition algebra consists of the five tree
operations presented in Table 2-1. The first three operations, subtree, prune, and extend, support common manipulations of
single trees. These operations have two operands: a tree T and a
path P. subtree(T,P) yields a view of the sub-tree whose root
is found by traversing P in T. If the target sub-tree is a single file,
subtree returns a tree consisting of a root directory whose only
child is the file. prune(T,P) complements subtree, and
results in a view of T with the sub-tree rooted at P removed.
extend(T,P) yields a copy of the input tree with P prepended
to its root. Figure 2-3 applies these three path operations to the
example name space of Figure 2-1. The fourth operation, graft,
inserts one tree into another as shown in Figure 2-3.
Together, the first four tree compositions can describe arbitrarily complex tree compositions. Unfortunately, such flexibility
comes with a cost when one wants to perform deep composition of
two or more trees, such as is needed for name space overlays.
Overlays are name space compositions that include unique paths
within all input trees, and where precedence is given to a top-layer
name space when resolving shared path conflicts. A deep overlay

Table 2-1. Final Composition Operations
subtree( Tree, Path ) => Tree
Returns a copy of sub-tree at the specified path in the input tree.

prune( Tree, Path ) => Tree
Returns a copy of the tree with sub-tree at path removed.

extend( Tree, Path ) => Tree
Returns a copy of the tree with the specified path prepended.

graft( Tree1, Tree2, Path ) => Tree
Returns a copy of Tree1 with Tree2 inserted at the specified path.

merge( {Treek}, conflict_fn ) => Tree
Returns a new tree that contains all unique paths and entries
returned from applying the conflict function to all shared paths.

rename_merge( shared_path, conflicts )
{
results = [ : ]; // initialize empty hash table
if( all_directories(conflicts) ) {
// return single, common directory
results[shared_path] = conflicts[0];
return results;
}
else if( all_files(conflicts) ) {
// return all files, renamed to not conflict
for( int i=0; i < length(conflicts); i++ ) {
// new path is shared path plus version
p = shared_path + “.” + i;
results[ p ] = conflicts[i];
}
return results;
}
// bad input structure
return nil;
}

Figure 2-2. merge Conflict Resolution Function
Renames all files having the same path by appending a version
number. Conflicting directories are merged to a single directory.
can be described by traversing the trees in level order, identifying
shared and unique paths. Sub-trees at unique paths can be grafted
into the result tree, while vertices common to both trees result in a
vertex copied from the top-layer service. A specification describing these overlay semantics may be extremely verbose for large
trees, and the efficiency of composing the trees would be limited to
serial evaluation of the composition operations. Similarly, as
graft operates on two input trees, composition of a large set of
trees would need to iterate and compose in a pair-wise fashion.
One of our goals for name space composition is to avoid complex
specifications and serialized pair-wise composition. Instead, we
favor operations that provide the required semantics while still
providing efficient and scalable composition of many trees.
Our last composition operation, merge, is designed to achieve
this goal by providing a general-purpose, operation that captures
the behavior of a large class of deep compositions, while still supporting
customizable
composition
semantics.
merge({Tk},conflict_fn) provides deep composition of a
set of trees, where the trees are combined at all levels from their
roots to leaves. The tree produced by merge contains all unique
paths that occur in one input tree but not the others, as well as the
results of applying a customizable conflict resolution function to

paths that are shared among the input trees. Unique and shared
paths are determined using a level-order traversal across all input
trees. At each level starting with the roots, the conflict resolution
function is called for each path that is shared among two or more
trees. The function is passed the shared path and a set of conflicting vertices, and produces an output set of (vertex, path) pairs.
Each vertex in the output set is added to the result tree at its paired
path. Letting users define custom conflict resolution functions provides flexibility to perform fine-grained manipulation, similar to
how directory filters are used within the Virtual System Model [9],
while still describing merge compositions at a high-level. Though
merge captures the behavior of many types of deep composition,
it cannot emulate shallow merges, such as the unions provided by
Plan 9 in which only first level names below the root are overlayed
[12]. Still, shallow composition can be reproduced using iterative
application of graft and subtree.
Pseudocode for an example conflict resolution function that
uses a simple file renaming strategy is shown in Figure 2-2; this
function returns a single directory for shared directory paths, or a
set of renamed files for shared file paths. An example merge
operation using this conflict function is shown in Figure 2-4. In
Section 4., we use a minor variation of the conflict resolution function of Figure 2-2 that creates a new directory containing renamed
files to merge thousands of name spaces without hiding any files
from the constituent trees. Due to the common use of overlay
semantics [11,12,17], we provide a pre-defined conflict resolution
function called overlay. This function outputs the first vertex in
the conflicting input set.

2.3 Traditional Composition Examples
FINAL can be used to specify a wide range of compositions in
a simple, declarative manner. Here we focus on giving example
compositions that describe the various forms of mounts provided
by current operating systems. Section 3. provides additional examples that fully use the flexibility of FINAL.
A traditional UNIX mount operation that attaches a file service
to the current name space at a specified path, the mount point, is
easily described using prune and graft:
T = graft( prune(O,P), N, P )
where O is a view of the original name space, P is the mount
point, N is the new tree to be mounted, and T is the resulting tree.
A bind mount is a variation of the standard mount that uses a
sub-tree of the existing name space rather than a new file system as
the new name space to be mounted. Thus, bind mounts make a portion of the current name space available at more than one path
simultaneously, and can be described by:
T = graft(O, subtree(O,P1)), P2)
where P1 is the original path to the sub-tree and P2 is the new path.
A union mount that lays the mounted name space over (or
under) the current name space at the mount point, instead of
replacing its contents, can be described by:
T = graft(O, merge({N,subtree(O,P)},
overlay), P)
which lays the name space over the existing sub-tree, or by:
T = graft(O, merge({subtree(O,P),N},
overlay), P)
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Figure 2-3. Path Composition Operations
The two left trees show results from applying the prune and subtree operations to the name space of Figure 2-1 with the path “/B”. The
third tree shows the result of extending the S sub-tree with the path “/X“. The right tree shows a graft of tree P into tree X at path “/Y”.
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Figure 2-4. merge Tree Composition Operation
The upper three trees, A, B, and C, are merged using the conflict function of Figure 2-2, resulting in the lower tree M. As specified by the conflict function, common directories are merged into a single directory in M, and common files are renamed by appending a version number.
which lays the name space under the existing sub-tree.
These simple mount examples show the ease in describing common name space compositions using our tree composition operations. We now proceed to discuss the flexibility afforded for
specifying more diverse compositions that results from combining
the tree algebra with prescriptive programming capabilities.

3. THE FINAL LANGUAGE
FINAL’s abstractions and tree composition operations provide
the foundation for describing composition of many name spaces in
a declarative manner. Further flexibility in composition specification can be achieved by extending FINAL with prescriptive capabilities such as iteration and conditional program flow constructs.

3.1 Prescriptive Extensions
While the declarative, functional nature of FINAL’s composition operations is appealing due to its simplicity, there exist interesting composition strategies that are hard to describe using only
these operations. To provide additional flexibility in writing practical specifications, we believe that imperative specification constructs are necessary. For example, when composing related subtrees of name spaces from distributed services, the organization of
the services’ physical name spaces may differ such that the subtrees are located at different paths. To support such heterogeneous
name space composition using a declarative specification, the user
would need to know a priori the specific paths to the sub-tree on
each service. In these cases, it would be convenient to allow the
specification to employ run-time queries to discover name space

contents or environment context. Another instance where prescriptive capabilities are useful is when the composition is selective
based on file attributes, and the specification could query name
space entries to find those that satisfy the desired criteria.
Rather than design a completely new language to add prescriptive functionality, we have decided to embed the FINAL abstractions and operations within an existing programming language that
provides the desired features. Cinquecento [18] is a dynamically
typed functional language that supports C expression syntax and
data operators. Cinquecento programs are sequences of expressions that are dynamically evaluated in order. Originally designed
to enable mixed-domain debugging, the language provides many
useful functional capabilities such as lambda expressions as well
as built-in types for high-level data structures including lists, vectors, and dictionary hashes. Cinquecento’s C-based syntax should
feel familiar to systems programmers, and its functional characteristics allow FINAL’s composition operations to be used in a natural
manner. Although we consider Cinquecento a natural fit as the
basis for FINAL, it is important to note that the flexibility that
results from combining FINAL abstractions and composition operations with prescriptive language capabilities is not dependent on
the choice of Cinquecento. Similar benefits could be realized using
other dynamically evaluated languages such as Python or Java.

3.2 Abstractions and Composition Operations
We have embedded two new data types in Cinquecento,
nstree and filesvc, and functions that operate on these types
to support FINAL’s tree and file service abstractions.
The nstree data type represents a vertex in a name space tree.
Each nstree corresponds to a name space entry on some file service, and contains a path and filesvc reference. To maintain the
name space organization, each nstree has references to its parent and children nstree vertices. Initial views for a service are
created using the mknstree function, which takes a filesvc
operand and returns the root nstree for a tree that has an identical structure to the physical name space of the service. Figure 3-1
presents interfaces for creating and using the nstree data type.
The filesvc type represents an instance of a defined file service. The mkfilesvc function creates a new instance of the
named file service. mkfilesvc supports optional parameters that
can be used to customize the service instance, such as passing host
and mount point information for a remote file service like NFS or
9P. For convenience, a pre-defined service named local provides
access to the local name space. Additional file services can be
defined with the svcdefine function, which associates a set of
service operations with the given name. mkfilesvc simply
returns the service instance obtained by passing the optional
parameters to the init operation of the named service. Figure 3-2
presents the interfaces for filesvc.

3.3 Example Specifications
In every FINAL specification, the variable root is used to
denote the nstree that should be used as the resulting name
space. The value bound to this variable at evaluation time should
be of type nstree, and will be used to instantiate the name space
that is used by applications. A specification to access the sub-tree
of the local name space located at path “/usr/bin” would be:
L = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
root = subtree( L, “/usr/bin” );

The following example specification uses procedural constructs
to deal with heterogeneous context. It checks for the presence of
three common paths for temporary storage within the local name
space and chooses the first available, and defaults to the user’s
home directory if none of the paths were found:
L = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
tmp = subtree( L, “/tmp” );
if( tmp == nil ) {
tmp = subtree( L, “/temp” );
if( tmp == nil ) {
home = getenv(“HOME”);
tmp = subtree( L, home );
}
}
root = tmp;
This example also demonstrates Cinquecento’s support for accessing the environment, which is useful for parameterizing specifications that handle heterogeneous context.
Our next specification shows the use of name space inspection
and a Cinquecento lambda function to generate a name space containing all files in the “/var/log” directory of the local name
space that have sizes larger than 4KB:
L = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
log = subtree( L, “/var/log” );
entries = treelist( log );
result = nulltree();
check_entry = @lambda(x){
ent = treewalk( log, x );
if( ent != nil ) {
attr = stat( treesvc(ent),
treefile(ent) );
if( isfile(attr) &&
attrsize(attr) >= 4096 )
result = graft( result, ent,
“/” + treename(ent) );
}
}
foreach( check_entry, entries );
root = result;
The above example introduces two functions for name space navigation using nstree’s: treewalk and treelist. Each function has a nstree parameter that indicates the node from which
navigation begins. treewalk takes a relative path operand, walks
the path to the target nstree, and returns the target or the
Cinquecento special value nil. treelist returns a list of
string values for the names of children of the current nstree.
In the example, treelist retrieves the directory entries of “/
var/log”, and treewalk is used to visit each entry.
The previous example also shows how a specification can query
attribute information for the file referenced by a nstree using the
stat method, which takes a filesvc and path and returns a
fileattr. A fileattr object contains information similar to
a struct stat as used by the POSIX stat operation. In the
example, the attributes of each directory entry are queried to determine if the entry is a file whose size is greater than 4KB.
Private name spaces, which originated in the Plan 9 operating
system, provide processes the ability to construct a custom view of

Construct a tree from a file service.
mknstree( svc ) → nstree
Construct an empty tree.
nulltree() → nstree
Walk path in tree to target tree. Returns nil for bad path.
treewalk( tree, path ) → nstree | nil
Retrieve names for children of tree.
treelist( tree ) → string[]
Get vertex name, file service path, or file service for tree.
treename( tree ) → string
treepath( tree ) → path
treesvc( tree ) → filesvc

Figure 3-1. nstree Interfaces
Construct an instance of the named file service; “...” represents an optional set of service specific operands.
mkfilesvc( name [, ...] ) → filesvc
Define new file service with name and file operations.
svcdefine( name, file_ops ) → int

Figure 3-2. filesvc Interfaces
the default system name space. Common uses for this customization are for user convenience or system security. For convenience,
a process may select some subset of the local name space that is
necessary for execution. The reduced name space often makes
access to target files more efficient, as the files are placed closer to
the root of the name space. In the security realm, private name
spaces can be used to prevent unauthorized access to files through
isolation or omission. System administrators may desire to exclude
sensitive portions of the system name space from the view of regular user processes. The next specification supports the latter by
applying a lambda function to prune excluded paths.
rest = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
excludes = [ “/etc”, “/root”, “/sbin”,
“/usr/sbin”, “/var/log” ];
excl_fn = @lambda(x) {
rest = prune( rest, x );
}
foreach( excl_fn, excludes );
root = rest;

4. SCALABLE NAME SPACE COMPOSITION IN TBON-FS
TBON-FS is a distributed file system we designed to provide
scalable group operations on large sets of files located across tens
of thousands of distributed servers. A TBON-FS client views a
global name space composed from the independent name spaces of
servers. We describe our changes to TBON-FS to allow it to scalably construct the global name space, and give example SSI name
space specifications that automatically create file groups. The section concludes with an evaluation of the modified TBON-FS system when composing tens of thousands of name spaces.

4.1 TBON-FS Architecture and Name Space
TBON-FS uses a tree-based overlay network, namely MRNet
[15], to multicast client application file system requests to userlevel proxy servers on each distributed host. Servers run in the

context of the user who owns the client application, and have the
same file system access privileges as that user. File operation
responses are aggregated with the TBON and delivered to the client. The set of server hosts and the overlay tree topology are specified as file system options when TBON-FS is first mounted.
Although TBON-FS supports operations on individual files, it is
designed to provide scalable group file operations [3]. The group
file operation idiom allows clients to explicitly define groups using
a directory as the group abstraction, and to open groups by passing
the group directory as the first operand of gopen, a group version
of open. The group file descriptor returned by gopen allows file
operations such as read and write to be used on file groups.
TBON-FS originally used a simple composition strategy for
constructing its global name space – each server’s name space was
placed in an independent directory hierarchy. This structure results
in excess overhead for defining groups that contain files spanning
many servers, as a new directory must be created for the group,
and the member files must be either copied or symbolically linked
inside the group directory. Thus, group definition proceeds in a
non-scalable, iterative fashion. This behavior directly contradicts
the goals of the group file operation idiom for eliminating explicit
iteration. By integrating FINAL within TBON-FS, we let clients
specify how the aggregate name space is constructed and enable
efficient grouping of related files within directories, thus avoiding
the need for iterative group definition.

4.2 TBON-FS + FINAL
We have extended TBON-FS to let clients provide a FINAL
specification that controls how the global name space is constructed. Scalability in name space composition for large numbers
of servers requires distributed execution to avoid non-scalable,
centralized evaluation at the client. Further, to enable specifications to use server-local context when generating the name space,
those specifications must be evaluated on the servers. Our integration of FINAL in TBON-FS takes advantage of the TBON to parallelize name space construction at each server and merge the
server trees. Prior work has shown TBONs provide scalable tree
merging for parallel analysis of application call graphs [1,7].
Conceptually, mount requests at the client are treated as a
graft of a tbonfs service into the client’s current name space
at the requested mount point. A tbonfs service represents all
TBON-FS servers, and provides a view that merges the individual
name spaces of each server. Individual server name spaces are constructed according to a FINAL specification file that is named in
the file system options passed to mount. Server specifications
should be designed to achieve a name space organization that is
suitable for merging. The service uses the TBON to multicast the
specification to all servers. Since the specification is evaluated at
the server hosts, it can rely on server-local context to handle heterogeneity in a manner that promotes easy merging. The conflict
function used by the tbonfs service to merge the server name
spaces is also supplied using file system options, in the form of
two names: a shared library name, and the name of a function in
that library. Since TBON-FS uses MRNet as its TBON, the conflict function is implemented as an MRNet filter function [15]. A
unique feature of TBON-FS is that the client can call mount many
times, each time passing a unique specification, as a means for
generating multiple concurrent global views of the servers.

For efficiency, the merged name space provided by the
tbonfs service is not fully computed at the time of mount.
Rather, we use a lazy update strategy that applies the conflict function as necessary to the results returned by each server when specific paths are accessed. When resolving paths (e.g., during open
or stat) or listing directories, the client traverses its local portion
of the global name space, which consists of only the mount points
for each tbonfs service. The service corresponding to the path’s
prefix is found, the prefix is removed, and the remaining path is
passed to the appropriate service operation. The tbonfs service
handles the operation request by using the TBON to perform a distributed name space lookup on each server and merge the results
using its associated conflict function.

4.3 SSI Name Space Examples
Single-system image (SSI) name spaces provide file system clients a view of distributed resources that permits applications to use
the resources as if they were local. Such name spaces simplify
software development and reduce the effort required for system
administration. Here, we present two examples of how clients can
specify useful SSI name spaces.
The following examples assume the client specifies that the
tbonfs service should use a tbonfs_merge conflict function
that automatically creates file groups as directories in the global
name space from common file paths in the independent server
name spaces. Similar to the rename_merge function presented
in Figure 2-2, tbonfs_merge produces a single directory for
each common directory path. For common file paths, however, the
function produces a new directory at the common path. The directory is populated with the conflicting files, after renaming the files
using a version number.
Our first example shows a custom name space composition for
the most common use of TBON-FS, where a client wants to perform group file operations. The target group often corresponds to a
file having the same path on all servers. Figure 4-1 shows an
example server specification that merges the sub-trees corresponding to three file paths, and the resulting client name space if the
mount point is “/tbonfs”.
Traditionally, SSI name spaces have been used in the area of
parallel computing. With the advent of cloud computing, SSI name
spaces could be used to help manage the large distributed computing resources provided by cloud providers such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. Figure 4-2 shows an example specification that
uses server local context to organize various systems by the type of
service provided (e.g., the operating system and machine architecture). Cloud administrators could use the resulting name space to
simplify common tasks such as software installations and updates.

4.4 Scalability Evaluation
Our hypothesis is that we can use FINAL within TBON-FS to
improve the efficiency of group file operations by composing a
global name space where file groups are automatically defined,
and avoiding the serial cost of group definition.
All experiments used JaguarPF, a Cray XT5 supercomputer
located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Jaguar consists of over
18,000 compute nodes, each with two six-core Opteron processors
and 16GB of memory, connected with Cray’s SeaStar 2 network.
Our experiments used overlay tree topologies with up to 46,656
leaves (servers). Servers were run on separate compute nodes from

// overlay files at root of name space
grps = [];
loc = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
grps.append( subtree(loc,“/proc/meminfo”) );
grps.append( subtree(loc,“/var/log/syslog”) );
root = merge( grps, overlay );

(a) Server FINAL Specification
/tbonfs/
/meminfo/
/[0-99999] # servers 0 to 99999
/syslog/
/[0-99999]

(b) Client Name Space
Figure 4-1. Automatic File Groups
(a) Server FINAL specification that selects target files.
(b) Client name space with files in group directories.
// get local resources
os = getenv(“OSTYPE”);
arch = getenv(“MACHTYPE”);
loc = mknstree( mkfilesvc(“local”) );
bin = subtree( loc, “/usr/bin” );
bin = extend( bin, “/bin” );
if( strstr(arch, “64”) == nil )
lib = subtree( loc, “/usr/lib” );
else
lib = subtree( loc, “/usr/lib64” );
lib = extend( lib, “/lib” );
mytree = merge( [ bin, lib ], overlay );
// place local resources according to context
osarch = “/os/” + os + “/” + arch;
ostree = graft( ostree, mytree, osarch );
root = ostree;

(a) Server FINAL Specification
/cloud/
/os/
/Linux/
/x86/
/{bin,lib}
/x86_64/
/{bin,lib}
/Solaris/
/...
/...

(b) Client Name Space
Figure 4-2. Cloud Resource Organization
(a) Server FINAL specification that prepends OS and architecture
to local executable and library locations.
(b) Client name space organized by OS and architecture.
those hosting the internal tree processes, and twelve servers were
run on each compute node to virtually increase the number of
available hosts.
Our first experiment measured the time to construct the global
name space at the time of mount. We measured the total latency
observed at the client. Figure 4-3 shows the mount timing results
for four specifications: “orig” is the original TBON-FS name
space, while “simple” and “cloud” correspond to the custom name
spaces generated from the specifications of Figures 4-1 and 4-2,
respectively. We see excellent performance, as we are able to com-

Mount Time (seconds)

0.30
cloud
orig
simple

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0

8192

16384

24576

32768

40960

49152

# servers

Figure 4-3. mount Time
Time required to construct the TBON-FS global name space using
various FINAL specifications.
Table 4-1. gopen Time
Time (in seconds) required to gopen a file group in the the
TBON-FS name space for various FINAL specifications.
cloud
orig
simple

3072
0.026
0.249
0.036

6144
0.036
0.487
0.057

12288
0.055
0.927
0.093

24576
0.091
1.858
0.162

49152
0.204
3.656
0.323

pose the global name space for over 45,000 servers in approximately 250 milliseconds.
The second experiment measured the performance of defining
and opening file groups. In the original TBON-FS name space,
group definition is a costly operation that requires a stat and
link operation for each member file. Group definition thus has
linear behavior and can take thousands of seconds for very large
groups. Using a custom TBON-FS global name space that automatically creates group directories completely eliminates the substantial cost of defining large file groups. Once a group directory
has been created, TBON-FS clients can use our new gopen system call to obtain a group file descriptor that can be used for group
file operations such as read and write. To show that name
space composition does not degrade the performance of gopen,
we measured its latency for both the original TBON-FS name
space that isolates servers into separate directory hiearchies, and
the two custom name spaces that provide automatic grouping.
Table 4-1 shows that gopen on groups in the custom name spaces
is always faster than using the original name space. This improvement results from the fact that in the custom name spaces, group
directory membership is known at the servers, while in the original
name space, the membership is kept at the client and must be distributed to servers. We also measured the latency of group read
operations in the original and simple name spaces and confirmed
that name space composition has no measurable impact on the
scalable performance observed previously [3].

5. RELATED WORK
Flexible systems for custom name space composition include
the Cedar [5], Jade [13], and Prospero [9] distributed file systems.
Cedar has attachments that let users construct custom name spaces
containing interesting subsets of the files available in the distributed system. Jade supports arbitrary mounting of logical or physical name spaces using a logical root name space based on skeleton
directories. The Virtual System Model underlying Prospero allows
users to construct a private view of a global name space as a
directed graph. Generally, the flexibility provided by these systems

comes at the cost of fine-grained name space construction, which
is not scalable for composing thousands of name spaces. FINAL
allows users to describe scalable compositions of large sets of
name spaces, while still providing flexibility for prescriptive
manipulation when necessary.
Single-system image (SSI) projects have the goal of providing a
global name space that includes all the resources of the distributed
system. BProc [6] and Mosix [2] limit the global name space to a
unified process space, while systems such as LOCUS [16], Kerrighed [8], and OpenSSI [10] provide a distributed file system in
addition to the unified process space. Unfortunately, none of these
systems permit custom name space composition.
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